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Abstract
Let C be a real algebraic curve of genus g with at least g real components B1; : : : ; Bg. We
give an embedding of C into a blow up in one point of the projective plane. It allows us to
describe geometrically the neutral real component Pico(C)o of the Jacobian of C thanks to an
isomorphism with the product B1 × · · · × Bg. This induces an explicit geometric description of
Pico(C)o in the projective plane, where the group law is given by intersection with curves of
genus g.
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0. Introduction
Let C be a real algebraic curve, that is a smooth, proper and geometrically irre-
ducible scheme over R of dimension 1. Let g be its genus. Denote by C(R) the set
of real points of C. As a topological space, C(R) is a disjoint union of circles
⋃
s S1,
with s the number of connected components of C(R). Harnack Inequality [7] implies
that s cannot be greater than g + 1. In the case where s¿ g, one says that the curve
C has many real components.
In the study of the Jacobian of a curve, these curves are of particular interest because
they admit a geometric description of the group law on the real points of the neutral
component Pico(C)o of their Jacobian. Actually one knows that topologically Pico(C)o
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Fig. 1. The sum of P = (P1; P2; P3; P4) and Q = (Q1; Q2; Q3; Q4) in B is P + Q = −R, where the curve
giving the sum is represented in dotted line and C in full line.
is the product of g circles (S1)g [2,6], but a result of Huisman gave more: a group
isomorphism between Pico(C)o and the product of g real components of C [9]. The
aim of the present paper is to deduce from this result a geometric description in the real
projective plane of the group law on the real points of Pico(C)o for a real hyperelliptic
curve C having many real components. Moreover, we can give equations to calculate
explicitly on this part of the Jacobian.
The particular case of a real curve of genus 2 having many real components, that is
two or three, has already been studied in [4]. Remark that such a curve is necessarily
hyperelliptic [3]. We gave a group isomorphism between Pico(C)o and the product
B=B1×B2 of two real branches of C, when C is deCned in P2 by an equation of the
type xy2 = P(x), P ∈R[X ], deg(P) = 4. Then the group law on B is given by taking
the intersection of C with certain conics, generalizing the geometric description of the
group structure on the neutral real branch of a real elliptic curve which is described
by intersections with lines [10].
Let C be a real hyperelliptic curve of genus g¿ 2 having many real components.
Our starting point is the isomorphism, given in [9], between Pico(C)o and the product
B=B1× · · · ×Bg of g distinct real connected components B1; : : : ; Bg of C, where C is
embedded in P2g. We will show that it is possible to consider C as a curve in P2 with
an equation of the type Q(x)y2 = P(x) where P;Q∈R[X ], degP = degQ− 3 = g+ 2.
Then we will give the description of the group law on B by intersecting C with certain
curves on P2 of degree g and equation ys(x) = r(x) (see Fig. 1 for an example with
g= 4, and Theorem 3.3 for a precise wording).
One may note that there exist already results dealing with computations on the
Jacobian of an hyperelliptic curve, for example Cantor gave in [1] an algorithm which
calculates the sum of two elements on the Jacobian of a hyperelliptic curve deCned
over a Celd with characteristic diIerent from 2. His method, which enables one to
calculate on the whole Jacobian, requires the choice of a good representative in each
equivalence class of divisors of degree 0, and to associate to this representative a pair
of polynomials. Then the sum is deduced from Euclidean divisions and computations
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of GCD. The advantage of our method, which makes sense only in the restricted case
of real hyperelliptic curves having many real components, and which computes only on
the real points of the neutral component of the Jacobian, lies in the fact that it enables
us to Cnd a natural description of this subgroup of the Jacobian, that is without choosing
representatives. Moreover, with an algorithmic point of view, the computation of the
sum of two elements on the Jacobian only requires us to solve a linear system of order
2g, and to Cnd the intersection of two curves in the real projective plane.
Let us add that there exists a generalization to this geometric description of the group
law on Pico(C)o for real plane curves having many pseudo-lines [5]. But without the
hyperelliptic hypothesis, proofs are less elementary in [5]. And, overall, one has no
more equations to perform eIective computations.
In the Crst part one studies curves in P2 with equation Q(x)y2 = P(x) where
P;Q∈R[X ], degP = degQ − 3 = g + 2. Note that such a curve is hyperelliptic. Ac-
tually we will show that a real hyperelliptic curve C with many real components is
birationally isomorphic to such a curve. In the second part, we will give an embedding
of C in the blowing-up of P2 in one point. This blowing-up can also be embedded
in P2g where we know a geometric description of the group law on Pico(C)o as it
has been explained above. Then it remains to go back to the projective plane via the
blowing-up of P2, and to describe explicitly the group law on B, in the last part.
Let us note Cnally that in the particular case of curves of genus 2, some equations
allowed us to justify the embedding of the blowing-up of P2 in P4. But this basic
method used in [4] does not seem to generalize easily to the case of real hyperelliptic
curves of genus greater than 2. To embed this blowing-up of P2 in P2g, we refer in
this paper to the complex structure of the curve C (see Proposition 2.1).
1. Curves dened by Q(x)y2 = P(x)
Let us choose a projective coordinate system [z : x :y] on the real projective plane
P2. The purpose of the Crst proposition is to give conditions to enable the curve deCned
by the equation Q(x)y2 = P(x) in the aKne part {z = 1} of P2 to be irreducible and
suKciently smooth.
Proposition 1.1. Let g¿ 2 be an integer and P;Q∈R[X ] be polynomials such that
deg (P) = deg(Q) + 3 = g + 2, P and Q are separable and relatively prime. Sup-
pose that P has at least g real roots, Q splits over R, and the real roots of Q
are separated by those of P and there exists at least one root of P strictly greater
than the roots of Q. Then the curve in P2 de7ned in the a8ne part of P2 by the
equation
Q(x)y2 = P(x)
is geometrically irreducible, smooth out of the point (0 : 1 : 0) which is a real ordi-
nary singular point of order g, hyperelliptic of genus g, and exactly g real branches
pass through (0 : 1 : 0). In particular the normalization of the curve has many real
branches.
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Proof. This statement is a direct generalization of Proposition 1.1 of [4]. The fact that
the projection (x; y)→ x is a morphism of degree 2 over P1 implies that the curve is
hyperelliptic.
Remark. C has exactly g+ 1 real branches if and only if P splits over R.
One can state a converse to the proposition, which is actually the starting point of
the present paper. Although again it is a direct generalization of a proposition of [4],
we recall its proof in order to Cx notations that will be useful in the sequel.
Proposition 1.2. Let C be a real hyperelliptic curve of genus g, geometrically irre-
ducible, smooth, proper, with many real branches. There exist polynomials P;Q∈R[X ]
which satisfy deg(P)=g+2, deg(Q)=g−1, P is separable with at least g real roots,
Q splits over R, the real roots of P separate those of Q and there exists at least one
root of P strictly greater than the roots of Q such that C is birationally isomorphic
to the curve in P2 de7ned in the a8ne part of P2 by the equation
Q(x)y2 = P(x):
Proof. It is well known that C is birationally isomorphic to a curve in P2 given in the
aKne part {z=1} by an equation of the type y2=R(x) with R∈R[X ], deg(R)=2g+1,
R separable with at least 2g− 1 real roots. Denote x1 ¿x2 ¿ · · ·¿x2g−1 the sequence




i=1 (X − xi)
∈R[X ]:
DeCne P(X ) = S(X )
∏g
i=1(X − x2i−1) and Q(X ) =
∏g−1
i=1 (X − x2i): Then R = PQ.
The application (x; y) → (x; y=Q(x)) is a birational isomorphism of P2, with inverse
(x; y) → (x; yQ(x)), which exchanges the curves of equation y2 = R(x) and y2 =
P(x)=Q(x).
Let us Cx once for all a curve C of genus g geometrically irreducible, smooth,
proper, with many real branches. Then C is birationally isomorphic to a curve of P2
given by an equation of the type y2 =R(x), with R∈R[X ] separable of degree 2g+1
with at least 2g − 1 real roots, as in the latter proof. Denote Oi the point of C with
coordinates (x2i−2 : 0 : 1) for i∈{2; : : : ; g} and O1 the point (0 : 1 : 0). The points Oi,
for i∈{1; : : : ; g}, are Weierstrass points of C. Let Bi be the connected component of
C(R) containing Oi, for i∈{1; : : : ; g} (see Fig. 2).
Corollary 1.3. The birational embedding ’ :C → P2 of the latter proposition is the
morphism associated to the linear system |3O1 + O2 + · · ·+ Og|.
Proof. One can show that ’∗({Z = 0}) = 3O1 + O2 + · · ·+ Og in a similar way that
in [3], Corollary 1.3.
It remains to note that the divisor 3O1 + O2 + · · ·+ Og is non-special by Huisman
[9, Theorem 2.3]. It follows from Riemann–Roch theorem that the dimension of the
linear system |3O1 + O2 + · · ·+ Og| is g+ 2− g= 2.





Fig. 2. Curve C given by an equation of the type y2 =R(x) with R∈R[X ], deg(R)= 2g+1, separable with
at least 2g− 1 real roots.
2. The curve in P2g
The divisor 3O on the curve C is non-special and very ample because its degree
equals 3g [8] and so the linear system |3O| induces an embedding of C into P2g. We
know how to describe geometrically the group law on Pico(C)o as it has been recalled
in the introduction (cf. [9]). The way to do it is to consider the group isomorphism
between B=B1× · · ·×Bg and Pico(C)o which associates to (P1; : : : ; Pg)∈B the linear
equivalence class of the divisor
∑g
i=1 Pi − Oi ∈Pico(C)o. Let us describe the group
law on B. The neutral element is (O1; : : : ; Og). For (P;Q)∈B2, there exists a unique
hyperplane in P2g which passes through the points Pi; Qi; Oi, i∈{1; : : : ; g}. This hy-
perplane crosses C in g other points Ri ∈Bi for i∈{1; : : : ; g}. Then the sum P +Q is
deCned by P+Q=−R where R=(R1; : : : ; Rg). One Cnds the inverse of P by choosing
Q = (O1; : : : ; Og) in this description.
In order to give a geometric description of the group structure on B in the projective
plane, let us split the embedding of C into P2g. We will pass through the blowing-up
of P2 at the unique singular point of ’(C) in P2. Let us denote by K this blowing-up,
the real points of K consisting topologically of a Klein bottle.
The image of ’(C) in K is its normalization C˜ because of Proposition 1.2, therefore
we obtain the Crst step: an embedding C → K . Now we will embed K into P2g in the
following way: let E be the exceptional divisor on K and H˜ = ∗(H) where  is the
morphism of the blowing-up and H the hyperplane divisor of P2.
Proposition 2.1. The linear system |gH˜−(g−1)E| induces an embedding  of K into
P2g.
Proof. What we have to do is to check that gH˜ − (g − 1)E is a very ample divisor
on K , and that the dimension of |gH˜ − (g− 1)E| is 2g.
Let us show that gH˜ − (g− 1)E is very ample as a complex divisor. The elements
of |gH˜ − (g − 1)E| can be identiCed with the curves of P2 of degree g passing
through (0 : 1 : 0) with multiplicity at least g − 1. The equation of such a curve in
the aKne part {y = 1} of P2 is of the type ∑g−16i+j6g ai; jxizj with ai; j ∈C, hence
dim|gH˜ − (g− 1)E|= 2g.
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Now, in order to show that gH˜ − (g − 1)E is very ample, it suKces to check that
for all p; q∈P2, p and q possibly inCnitely near, dim|D−p− q|= dim|D| − 2 where
D = gH − (g− 1)(0 : 1 : 0) (cf. [8, 4.0.2., p. 396]). For p∈P2 one has dim|D − p|=
dim|D|−1 because there exist a curve in |D| which does not pass through p (or which
does not have a given tangent line in (0 : 1 : 0) in the case where p and q are inCnitely
near). It remains to check that for any q in P2 there exists a curve of |D| passing
through p but not through q. If p and q are not inCnitely near it is easy. If they are,
one needs a curve passing through (0 : 1 : 0) with a given tangent line, and with an
order of contact equals exactly 2. One can choose the curve with equation in the aKne
part {y=1}: (aZ + bX + (aZ − bX )2)xg−2 in the case where the tangent line is given
by {aZ + bX = 0}, and the one given by (aZ + bX + (aZ − bX )2)Zg−2 otherwise.
Therefore as a complex divisor gH˜ − (g− 1)E is very ample. Moreover it is equiv-
ariant with respect to the action of the Galois group of C over R because its support
is real. Hence as a real divisor gH˜ − (g− 1)E is also very ample.
Corollary 2.2. The embedding of C into P2g induced by the ones of C into K and of
K into P2g is the morphism associated to the linear system |3O|.
Proof. We must show that the divisors ( ◦’)∗({Z=0}) and 3O are linearly equivalent.
But ( ◦ ’)∗({Z = 0}) = ’∗(gH˜ − (g − 1)E), and this divisor corresponds to the
intersection product C˜ · (gH˜ − (g− 1)E) on C˜. So C˜ · (gH˜ − (g− 1)E)= gC˜ · H˜ − (g−
1)C˜ · E = g(3O1 + O2 + · · ·+ Og)− (g− 1)O = 2gO1 + O.
What remains to check is that 2gO1 + O is linearly equivalent to 3O or, in other
words, that 2gO1 is linearly equivalent to 2O. Let O˜i be the other Weierstrass point
of C on Bi for i∈{1; : : : ; g} and A be the divisor of degree 2 corresponding to the
remaining two Weierstrass points, which are either both real or complex conjugate
points (there are 2g+ 2 Weierstrass points on a hyperelliptic curve, cf. [3]).
The projection onto the line {x = 0} of C, where C is regarded as in Proposition
1.1, implies that 2O1 + O ∼ O˜1 + · · · + O˜g + A. Moreover the projection of C onto
the line {x = 0} considering C given by an equation of the type y2 = R(X ) induces
that O˜1 + · · · + O˜g + A + O2 + · · · + Og ∼ (2g + 1)O1. Joining both results gives the
equivalence we were looking for: 2gO1 ∼ 2O.
The conclusion comes from the fact that the dimension of |3O| is 2g by Riemann–
Roch Theorem.
3. Group law on B
Let us begin with a classical result. The hyperelliptic involution of the curve induces
the multiplication by −1 on the Jacobian.
Proposition 3.1. The inverse of (P1; : : : ; Pg) is (J (P1); : : : ; J (Pg)).
Proof. The isomorphism between B=B1×· · ·×Bg and Pico(C)o is given by (P1; : : : ; Pg)
→ [(P1 − O1) + · · · + (Pg − Og)] where [D] denotes the class of the divisor D (cf.
[9]).









Fig. 3. (P1; O2; : : : ; Og) + (Q1; O2; : : : ; Og) = (J (R1); : : : ; J (Rg)) and J (Ri) = Oi for i¿ 2 if and only if
Q1 = J (P1).
In order to describe the additive law, let us Crst give the result in terms of linear
system in K .
Proposition 3.2. For all (P;Q)∈B2 there exists a unique divisor D∈ |gH˜ − (g− 1)E|
such that D · C˜¿∑gi=1 Pi + Qi. Moreover there exist exactly g points R1; : : : ; Rg on
B1; : : : ; Bg, respectively, such that D · C˜ =
∑g
i=1 Pi + Qi + Ri. Then the sum P + Q is
given by P + Q =−R.
Proof. This result follows directly from the group law description on B in P2g, which
has been explained at the beginning of the previous section. Actually the embedding
of K into P2g of Proposition 2.1. induces a bijection between the linear system of
hyperplanes of P2g and |gH˜ − (g− 1)E|.
Now we can give the geometric description of the additive law in P2 on the product
’(B1)× · · · × ’(Bg) of the images of the branches Bi of C in P2.
Theorem 3.3. Let P;Q∈’(B1)×· · ·×’(Bg). There exists a unique curve D in P2 of
degree g which passes through points P1; : : : ; Pg; Q1; : : : ; Qg and (0 : 1 : 0) of ’(C(R))
(with multiplicity).
Moreover there exist R1 ∈’(B1); : : : ; Rg ∈’(Bg) determined only by D such that
D · ’(C) = P1 + · · ·+ Pg + Q1 + · · ·+ Qg + R1 + · · ·+ Rg + g(g− 1)(0 : 1 : 0):
Then the sum of P and Q is P + Q =−(R1; : : : ; Rg).
Proof. The intersection points of ’(C) and D are real because they are real in K .
Moreover (0 : 1 : 0), which is the unique point of ’(C) at inCnity, concentrates the
remainder of the intersection multiplicity; by Bezout Theorem this multiplicity is g(g+
2)− 3g= g(g− 1).
Remark. The subsets of ’(B1)×· · ·×’(Bg) of the type {O1}×· · ·×{Oi−1}×’(Bi)×
{Oi+1} × · · · × {Og} are never subgroups of ’(B1) × · · · × ’(Bg); they are not even
stable with respect to the group law (see Fig. 3).
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The 2-torsion elements of B form a subgroup of order 2g. It is an easy game to read
it out of B. Denote by O˜i the other Weierstrass point of ’(C) on ’(Bi), that is the
point of ’(Bi) crossing the line {y = 0} in P2, for i∈{1; : : : ; g}.
Proposition 3.4. The 2-torsion elements of ’(B1) × · · · × ’(Bg) are the elements of
the type (P1; : : : ; Pg) with Pi ∈{Oi; O˜i} for i∈{1; : : : ; g}.
Remark. In the particular case of an elliptic curve, the 3-torsion points of the real
points of the neutral component of the Jacobian are the real inNection points of the
curve. In the present case of a real hyperelliptic curve C with many real branches, one
might have believed in the fact that points of the type (P1; : : : ; Pg) with Pi a inNection
point of ’(C) form the 3-torsion subgroup, all the more so since they form sets with
the same cardinal number 3g! Unfortunately this is not true (cf. [4]).
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